EASTER ACTIVITIES.
Over this Easter Holidays why not try out some of our Easter Activities.
Easter Egg Hunt:
Everybody no matter what age loves a Easter egg hunt so how about trying one
of these ideas.

Fair-for-All Easter Egg Hunt :
To make sure your Easter egg hunt doesn't result in one or two children finding
most of the eggs .
Tips to help prevent this problem:
 Have different coloured eggs for each child. Before the start of the race,
place a different coloured egg in each basket and tell the child that this is the
only colour they are hunting.
 Write a number on each egg to let them know how many of that coloured egg
are hidden for them to find.
 Each child must return to home base (you) after they find each egg. This
will help you keep count of the eggs that the little ones collect.
 The first child to find all THEIR eggs wins a special prize. The prizes can be
anything from chocolate Easter eggs or bunnies, to Easter baskets, or even
money.

Easter Egg Hunt for Smaller Children

Hide the Easter eggs and let the children find as many as they can; it doesn't
matter who finds the most because they are receive the same prize (Easter
baskets filled with goodies: Easter eggs, chocolate bunnies, or whatever you can
think of .

In-the-Dark Egg Hunt
Place a trail of Easter eggs around a marked out area in your garden or inside
your home, making sure that all eggs are not to hard to find and are accessible.
Each child is given a torch and the hunt can begin .To add an extra twist a cut
out of the Easter bunny can be hidden .

Find your Name Easter Egg Hunt
Write the name of each child on one of the Easter eggs you hide, the one that
finds their own name wins a prize.

Easter Egg Match-Up
Use some different coloured plastic eggs. Separate the eggs and hide each half
in a different places. The kids must match up the eggs to win prizes.

Easter Egg tree
Paint or mark eggs with the children’s names or initials making sure there is the
same amount for each child .String eggs into the branches of a lower tree. Let
the children hunt for their own eggs

Easter Games.

Obstacle Course
An Easter-themed obstacle course gets all the children and adults active
Equipment:






Plastic or boiled eggs.
Spoons
Easter baskets
Toy fluffy chicks
Hay or straw for nests

Set up you obstacle course in the garden or even the local park. Ideas for
obstacles include placing Easter baskets on the ground that have to be weaved
in and out .
Plastic eggs scattered on the ground that the players have to tiptoe around to
avoid smashing them.
Nest of hay full of Easter chicks that have to be jumped over.
Each player needs a spoon and either a hard-boiled egg or a plastic Easter egg.
The players balance the egg on the spoon while navigating through the obstacle
course. The first one to finish wins an Easter treat.

Egg Rolling
Equipment :



Different coloured boiled eggs or plastic eggs
Plain boiled eggs or plastic eggs



Each player needs a different colour of hard-boiled egg for this game .



Place one white hard-boiled egg in the middle of the lawn or patio.



Each player takes a turn rolling his hard-boiled egg.



The goal is to get the coloured egg to stop closest to the white egg.

Keep extras of each colour on hand in case one of the eggs cracks or gets
squashed during the game.

Easter Egg Throw
This outdoor Easter game requires players to toss eggs back and forth without
dropping them.
Equipment:




Boiled eggs
Plastic eggs
Raw eggs (Messy)

Any type of egg works for this game, including raw, hard-boiled or plastic eggs.
Real eggs, whether or not you boil them, will make a mess when dropped or
thrown too hard, adding messy fun to the game.


Pairs of players start by facing each other with only a few feet between
each of the pair.



The players will then throw the eggs at each other trying to catch the eggs
without dropping or breaking them.



After successfully throwing and catching the egg, the pair moves back a
step.



Continue to widen the gap with every successful throw and catch making the
game more challenging .



The game has ended when both players have either dropped or broken their
eggs.

Duck Walk Race
Equipment:


Start and finish lines



Children line up at the start line up at the start line.



The children bend down and hold their ankles with each hand



On GO, they waddle off to the Finish Line.



They can't let go of their ankles or they are disqualified.



The first child over the Finish Line wins an Easter treat.

Easter Egg Spoon Race
Equipment:
 Boiled or Plastic eggs
 Spoons



Prepare a race track with clearly defined start and finish lines.



Provide each player with an Easter egg on a spoon and have someone start
and time the race.



The person crossing the finish line first wins.

Nosey Egg Roll
Equipment:
 Boiled or Plastic eggs
 Start and finish lines



The Children roll the eggs using only their noses. The first one over the
finish line wins a prize.

Easter Bunny Tag
Played in the same fashion as tag except that everyone must hop (if you do
anything but hop then you're automatically it..

Happy Easter and have lots of FUN !!!!

